
 
 
 
 
1.    On 30 August 2018 Digicel (the “Complainant”) filed a complaint (the Complaint) with the 
Media Council of Bermuda (through its Head of Strategy and Regulatory Mr. Kyle Masters) 
against TNN, (the Respondent) a media outlet operating in Bermuda which as a member of the 
Media Council has adopted and agreed to be bound by its Code of Practice.  
 
2.    The Complaint relates to an article published on TNN’s Facebook page which was posted on 
25 August 2018 by the Respondent and titled “DIGICEL CEO BERMUDA RELIEVED OF 
POSITION”.   
 
3.    The posted article concerned the Complainant’s Bermuda Chief Executive Officer Paul 
Stafford and his transfer to another Clause of the company’s group. The article references an 
alleged incident that occurred at the Complainant’s hospitality tent during the 1st round of the 
annual Eastern County Cricket Competition. The article links Mr Stafford’s departure from 
Bermuda with the incident. According to the Respondent’s report “a cloud yet surrounds his 
removal from the post as it was during his watch that a mid-level manager, known to be a close 
associate of the CEO (Stafford) was arrested on allegations of sexual assault”. The Complainant 
notes in its Complaint “The story and its tenor caused reputational harm to both Digicel and Mr 
Stafford. It gave the impression that both Digicel and Mr Safford have been complicit in the 
cover-up of illegal activity by one of Digicel’s employees.” The Complaint also states that Mr 
Stafford’s change in role was planned well before the incident and was in no way connected to 
the arrest of the Digicel employee. 
 
4.    The Complainant claims Clauses 3 (A), 3 (C) and 4 of the Media Code of Practice have been 
breached by the Respondent.  
 
5.    Clause 3 states,  
3. ACCURACY 
•    A. The media shall take care not to publish/broadcast/post inaccurate, misleading or distorted 
information, including photographs, video and voice recordings. 
•    B. A significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distortion once recognised shall be 
corrected, promptly and with due prominence, and — where appropriate — the media outlet 
should make amends by printing/broadcasting/posting, promptly and with appropriate 
prominence, a retraction, correction or explanation and/or an apology. 
•    C. The media, whilst free to be partisan, shall distinguish clearly between news, comment, 
conjecture and fact. Facts are not always clear-cut and often open to interpretation, but the media 
shall present factual information fairly and with due regard to context and importance. Where a 
report is not based on facts or is founded on opinions, allegation, rumour or supposition, it shall 
be presented in such manner as to indicate this clearly. 
•    D. A media outlet is entitled to adopt a forthright stance and advocate a position on any issue. 



•    E. A media outlet shall report fairly and accurately the outcome of an action for defamation to 
which it has been a party, unless an agreed settlement states otherwise, or an agreed statement is 
published. 
•    F. Journalists should use corroboration to verify the accuracy of information from their 
sources. 
•    G. Media outlets must clearly distinguish for the audience the difference between advertising, 
advertorial and news. 
  
6.    Clause 4 states,  
4. OPPORTUNITY TO REPLY 
•    A**. Journalists shall ensure that stories are fair and balanced and routinely seek the views of 
the subject of serious critical reportage in advance of publication. This need not be done where 
the media outlet has reasonable grounds for believing that by doing so it would be prevented 
from publishing the report or where evidence might be destroyed or witnesses intimidated. 
Where critical statements are made in a public setting — at a parliamentary hearing for example 
— we have an obligation to solicit a response within a reasonable time period, but this should not 
preclude publication. 
•    B. A fair opportunity for reply to inaccuracies must be given when reasonably called for. 
  
7.    The Respondent’s Facebook news post was responding to a report that the CEO was 
removed as Bermuda CEO amidst an allegation that he was associated with an incident that 
occurred where another of the Complainant’s manager was arrested for sexual assault. 
 
8.    We should stress at this point that the factual accuracy or otherwise of the TNN article is in 
question in this Complaint.  The Complainant states that the TNN post,  
 
“has failed to allow the Complainant an opportunity to reply contrary to Clause 4 of the code. 
Had this opportunity been given there is a reasonable chance that the clarification which was 
eventually presented to TNN after the publication would have avoided the damage inflicted on 
Digicel and Mr Stafford.” (Complaint, p2).” 
 
 
9.    For the reasons set out below, and after careful consideration, the Media Council Board 
upholds the Complaint in respect of Clauses 3(C) and 4.   
 
10.    The Code expressly provides in Clause 3 (c) that the media shall distinguish between news 
comment, conjecture and fact. Given the posted article was not labelled in any way to indicate it 
was an “Opinion”  or “editorial” we believe readers would consider it news and therefore fact.  
 
11.    Clause 4 requires the media to take time to obtain a fair and unbiased opinion on the matter 
that takes into consideration all parties views on the matter to ensure the fair and balanced 
reporting).” 
 
12.    In the Council’s opinion, the article contained seems to suggest that the post did not seek to 
separate the news comment, conjecture and fact. The fact that upon receiving a response from 
the Complainant the facts arose so the fact that post did not seek out the Complainant. This 
conduct amounts to a breach of Clause 4.    
 



13.    However, the Council finds that the Respondent did act in a professional manner by 
immediately retracting the article and publishing an apology to both the Digicel organisation and 
Mr Stafford when contacted by the Complainant. The Council wishes to highlight this conduct as 
what is expected of all members of the Media Council. 
 
14. In addressing the matter with Don Burgess, Media Council’s CEO, the Respondent has 
pledged TNN will seek comment from all sides in future stories to ensure fair and balanced 
reporting to meet the requirements of Clauses 3 and 4  of the Code. 
 
15.    The Preamble of the Code of Conduct states,  
 
“Freedom of the press is indivisible from, and subject to, the same rights and duties as that of the 
individual and rests on the public’s fundamental right to be informed and to receive and to 
disseminate opinions freely. 
 
The primary purpose of gathering and distributing news and opinion is to serve Bermuda by 
informing citizens and enabling them to make informed judgments on the issues of the time. The 
Code serves as a reference point for the public and also as an essential guide for journalists in 
Bermuda. 
 
It is vital that this Code is honoured not only by the letter but also in spirit. It is the responsibility 
of editors, publishers and managers to apply the Code to editorial material. They should ensure it 
is observed rigorously by all editorial staff and external contributors, including non-journalists.” 
 
16.    In the circumstances, the Complaint is upheld insofar as with regard to the fact the 
Respondent breached Clauses 3 (C) and 4 (B) of the Code. The Bermuda Media Council is 
satisfied that the actions taken by the Respondent were satisfactory in dealing with the 
immediacy of the complaint from the Complainant in this case. Therefore, the Media Council of 
Bermuda will therefore not direct that TNN undertake any further actions regarding this matter.  
However, we heartily wish to remind all members of the Media Council being first to break a 
story will backfire if the facts are wrong and information should be fully corroborated before 
publishing a story. The Media Council Board reminds all members that repeated violations of the 
Code of Practice, irrespective of immediate corrective actions, will result in disciplinary actions 
by the Council.  
 
   
Dated this 23 January 2019 
 
Media Council Board 
Bruce Swan (acting chair), Laura Bell, Evelyn James Barnett, Dwayne Caines, Darlene 
Livingston, Amanda Outerbridge, Dejon Simmons 
 
Christian Luthi recused himself from the discussion and vote due to a conflict of interest. 
 


